Anthony Waterman
Professor Anthony M. C. Waterman is a Fellow of St. John's College and Professor of Economics at the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg. He holds advanced degrees in both economics and theology, and was for a time an Anglican priest. Professor Waterman has an extremely distinguished publication record in the history of economic thought, economic policy analysis, moral philosophy and theology, as well as in many of the subject areas where these fields intersect. His papers have appeared in history of economic thought journals such as History of Political Economy, Journal of the History of Economic Thought, and European Journal of the History of Economic Thought; economics journals such as Australian Economic Papers, Canadian Journal of Economics, and Southern Economic Journal; applied policy journals such as Canadian Public Policy; and theology journals such as Theology and Journal of Ecclesiastical History. Professor Waterman is best known for his work on T. R. Malthus and the relationship between economics and religion in 19th Century Britain. His Revolution, Economics and Religion: Christian Political Economy 1798-1833 (Cambridge University Press, 1991, new edition 2006) received the Forkosch Prize for intellectual history in 1992. As one nomination letter described Professor Waterman: "Anthony is one of those extraordinary academics whose command of the details is breathtaking, and yet who nonetheless keeps his sights on overarching themes, the 'big picture.' I have met few historians of the period who can match his massive knowledge of the Church, theology, economic analysis, and political economy, all of course placed in the broad historical context of the period under study."

Donald Winch
Professor Donald Winch is Emeritus Professor in the Program for Intellectual History at the University of Sussex in Brighton. He began his economic studies at the London School of Economics, and came to the United States in 1956 to study under Jacob Viner at Princeton. Professor Winch has a distinguished record of publication in history of economic thought, political economy, and intellectual history - primarily, but not exclusively, focusing on the intellectual and social context of classical British political economy. His books include Classical Political Economy and Colonies (Harvard, 1965), Economics and Policy: A Historical Study (Walker, 1969), The Economic Advisory Council: 1930-1936 (Cambridge, 1977)(with S. Howson), Adam Smith's Politics: An Essay in Historiographic Revision (Cambridge, 1978), Malthus (Oxford, 1987), and Riches and Poverty: An Intellectual History of Political Economy in Britain 1750-1834 (Cambridge, 1996). In addition to books and journal articles, Professor Winch has also provided introductions to reprints of many important works in the history of economic thought. One historian of economics recently summarized his research in the following way: "Winch specializes in the mutual influence between ideas and polices, between politics and economics, and the development of political economy since the time of Adam Smith. The central aspect of Winch's work is how ideas enter and participate in the policy process which they describe and/or for which they prescribe. Winch's writings are richly laden with details of ideas, policies, circumstances, consequences and their recursive relationships."
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